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CONTROLLED MACHINING OF COMBUSTION 
CHAMBERS, GEARS AND OTHER SURFACES 

This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 07/042,527, ?led Apr. 27, 1987, now US Pat. No. 
5,012,574, which was a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 06/767,374, ?led Aug. 20, 1985, now abandoned, 
which was a continuation of Ser. No. 06/560,259, ?led 
Dec. 12. 1983, now US. Pat. No. 4,559,684, which was 
a continuation of application Ser. No. 06/238,702, ?led 
Feb. 21, 1981, now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A signi?cant (i.e. 2%) fuel economy and/or emissions 
improvement can be obtained in multi-cylinder internal 
combustion (1C) engines if the fuel mixture is accurately 
balanced in all cylinders. This requires close control of 
combustion chamber volume, a dif?cult proposition 
using standard manufacturing techniques. This inven 
tion describes means for doing so using optical sensing 
and feedback to machining operations. Applications 
also exist to the more controlled manufacture of gears 
and other contoured surfaces. 

Techniques according to the invention to produce 
better combustion chamber matching are: 
A) Mill or otherwise machine bank face of cylinder 
head to optimally suit head casting. 

B) Do ‘A’ and/or also trim each chamber to size, for 
example, by removing or adding additional material 
in certain areas, or controlling the machining of valve 
seat height, according to measured volume data. 

C) Finish machine chambers in cylinder head to match 
displaced volume of pistons in ?nished engine. 
All of the above depend on rapid. on-line. accurate 

measurement of combustion chamber shape and vol 
ume, (and in ‘C’, piston domes and height relative to 
bank face of block i.e. "deck height"). This can only be 
done optically in any ‘practical manner. Previous means 
to determine volume via displaced water. sound waves 
and the like are totally unsuited to modern automatic 
production. 
A typical optical sensor of the triangulation type 

capable of doing the required dimensional measurement 
is shown in copending application of Pryor et al, Ser. 
No. 34,278, now US. Pat. No. 4.373_,804, issued Feb. 17, 
1983, the disclosure of which is herein incorporated by 
reference. Alternately, a multi-contact optical sensor 
can be used, derived from those shown in another co 
pending application of Pryor, Ser. No. 134,465, now 
US. Pat. No. 4,403,860, issued on Sep. 13, 1983, the 
disclosure of which is herein incorporated by reference. 
While most applications of the invention envision 

material removal to attain proper dimensions, it is possi 
ble as well to add material. One example would be to 
use a valve whose head displaces more volume, if the 
volume in that chamber was excessive. 
An alternative technique disclosed is to measure the 

chamber volumes and input this data to fuel system 
controls to vary the mixture into each cylinder accord 
ing to its individual volume. This adjustment of the fuel 
system according to volume is most practical where 
individual fuel injection is utilized for each cylinder. 
A related idea relative to gears is to measure gear 

teeth contours and cut them to print size, or to provide 
a Match to characteristics of another gear already mea 
sured, to prove quieter operation and other advantages. 
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2 
Other examples of such controlled machining can be 
controlled forming of turbine blades etc. 
Another aspect of the invention is in controlled de 

burring of parts, wherein optical sensing according to 
the invention is used to determine presence and size of 
burrs and actuate a laser or other machining means to 
remove burrs present exceeding a certain value and/or 
at a certain position. 

Several embodiments of the invention are disclosed: 
FIG. 1 illustrates a machine for optimally facing and 

trimming cylinder head castings. 
FIG. 2 illustrates a combustion chamber trim opera 

tion utilizing measured volume data from engine block 
assemblies. Also illustrated is an adjustment of fuel sys 
tem. ° 

FIG. 2A illustrates a variation of the operation illus 
trated in FIG. 2. 
FIG. 3 illustrates gasket trim according to the inven 

tion. 
FIG. 3A illustrates an optional type of gasket accord 

ing to the invention. 
FIG. 4 illustrates optimum gear machining according 

to the invention. 
FIG. 5 illustrates optical measuring for gear teeth. 
FIG. 6 illustrates a means for scanning cylinder head 

combustion chambers. 
FIG. 7 illustrates electro-optical means for contour 

ing pistons. _ 
FIG. 8 illustrates a controlled laser deburing opera 

tion according to the invention. 
Illustrated in FIG. 1 is an application of the invention 

according to concepts A and B above. A machine to 
mill the bank face and/or chambers of raw cast cylinder 
heads is provided according to the invention, having 
the followingstations: 

STATION 1 

Here the incoming cylinder head casting 10 is 
clamped on pallets 11 with locators (not shown). Sensor 
unit 12 optically measures combustion chamber face 13 
of cylinder head casting for ?atness and depth and 
shape of chambers (e. g. 14) plus volume, with respect to 
design and to each other. This data is inputted to com 
puter 20 for analysis. 

STATION 2 

At this station a controlled face milling is performed 
by mill 30 with vertical control 31 to machine the head 
face with‘a plane determined such that sizes of all cham 
bers are most evenly matched. This is optimumly deter 
mined via computer program. In general some cham 
bers will be smaller, some larger than nominal volume. 

STATION 3 

Matching Station 
For most precise volumetric control, the chambers 

are machined to match in this station. This station can 
be in addition to or in place of the stations mentioned 
above. Chambers with the smallest volume (i.e. most 
material) are micro machined down in selected loca 
tions (which according to the invention may be spe 
cially put into the head casting for the purpose) to make 
all chambers equal. 

Alternatively, the valve seat machining operation can 
be performed to locate seats deeper into the head (and 
therefore increase volume) when a nominal valve size is 
inserted on those heads having smaller than nominal 
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volumes. Indeed, a combination of both machining 
methods can be used. The valve seat method is easiest 
since the machining has to be done anyway. but large 
volume changes may not be possible using this ap 
proach alone if problem with valve train assembly or 
operation result. 
A trim operation is shown, utilizing computer 20 

driving a galvo mirror scanner 40 which directs high 
power laser beam 41 from laser 42 to trim the head at 
the points desired. Alternatively, a small mill or grinder 
45 controlled by computer 20 can also be used. 

Optional stations 2A and 3A are supplementary opti 
cal inspection stations, like station 1, to check volumes 
and feedback correction data if any for the next machin 
ing cycle. Use of these stations assures that the process 
is in control and further provides a veri?cation of ?nal 
volumes for quality control purposes. 

Optionally too, an ink jet, laser marker, or other suit 
able printer 100, can be used to mark volumes (obtained 
from measurements performed in stations 1, 2A or 3A as 
applicable in alpha-numeric or coded form on the side 
of the head. Such codes can be read manually or auto 
matically at further stations to allow further matching 
of pistons with the head chambers if desired. This 
would be desirable especially if station III was omitted, 
i.e. if all chambers were close to nominal size, but not 
equal, and said equalization could be achieved by 
proper piston or rod choice, or by selectable machining 
of the piston. 
The above procedure for head machining is a giant 

step forward in providing matched chambers of exact 
size. However, no matter how good the head is, the 
?nal engine cylinder volume is also a function of piston 
height, dome shape, conrod length, and crank throw, all 
relative to the engine block face or “deck". 
To provide therefore for total matching capability, 

two procedures can be used: 
1) Measure the piston height and shape and match pis 

tons to the chambers before assembly. This assumes 
good control of rods, crank and deck distance (also 
called “bump height“) to crank journals. Matching 
can be done by machining the piston dome or cylin 
der head chambers. (In diesels with ?at heads, only 
the dome can be so altered.) 

2) In the ?nal assembly, actually measure the piston in 
its top dead center position relative to the deck, and 
?nish the trim piston or combustion chambers ac~ 
cordingly on the assembly line. Illustration of this 
latter example will now illustrate both techniques. 
FIG. 2 illustrates an engine assembly line operation 

wherein an assembled short block 150 is brought into 
position, and the following steps occur: 
1) Motor, 160, cranks engine over 
2) As each piston, e.g. 170, reaches top dead center, the 

appropriate sensor unit (A, B, C or D) checks its 
height, above or below the deck or bank face of the 
block 171. Also a check may be at bottom dead center 
if stroke can vary appreciably. Generally, however, 
the problem‘ is the block or piston dome, since crank 
and rod dimensions are relatively well controlled. A 
trigger 175 from the crank rotation is used optionally 
to ?re the sensor unit which also can determine errors 
in phasing of pistons with crank timing pickoff. 

3) Piston height data relative to the deck, “h") is fed to 
computer 180 and then to trim mill, grinder, laser, or 
other machine 186 which trims each combustion 
chamber of the head to match the measured piston 
data (which in extreme cases can include piston dome 
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4 
shape as well as height). The net result is that the 
volume of all chambers is equal and correct. 
This trim operation effectively replaces that of the 

machine of FIG. 1 (station III). If such a machine is not 
used or if data is not available from FIG. 1 machine via 
marked code or computer transmittal, the head is in 
spected by sensor unit 188 for shape and volume before 
machining. 

It is noted that machining can be best done if one 
seeks only to match the chambers, not match all to a 
speci?c narrow size band which would be even more 
desirable. However, if one notes the volume attained, 
one can sometimes calibrate the rest of the fuel and/or 
electrical system for this value. 
FIG. 2A illustrates another technique of the inven 

tion for controlling engine performance. As shown, a 
?nished engine 189 is equipped with head 190 which 
includes separate fuel injection circuits 191-194 for 
each of the 4 cylinders of the engine. Each fuel injector 
circuit is attached to distribution unit 195 and pump 196. 
Each is controlled by microcomputer 197. 
The invention here is that the absolute amount and‘ 

/or relative relationship (amount, duration, timing etc.) 
of fuel injected into each of the 4 cylinders is deter 
mined by the microcomputer (or other means) in accor 
dance with volumes and/or chamber pro?les deter 
mined in the measurement process shown in FIG. 2 
above. Appropriate values for the engine in question are 
inputed by input means 199 at a point further down the 
line (i.e. station “n"). In this case, one does not necessar 
ily have to make each chamber nearly identical, but 
rather vary the mixture according to what it is mea 
sured to be. Naturally, one can also do some of both. 
Also one can vary other variables (?ow, spark timing 
etc.) rather than fuel. - 
Another aspect of the invention relative to FIG. 1 

and 2, is that one can add material to the head or piston 
as a result of the measurement, as well as remove it. In 
this same vein, one can select certain parts to cause 
volumes to be changed. This has been discussed relative 
to pistons and rods, but also can be done with valves 
(having different head thickness or diameter) and head 
gaskets. 

Similarly, one can also machine the valve heads or 
head gaskets before assembly. For example, small in 
creases in volume can easily be made by triming the 
head gasket with a high speed laser beam such as 41 (an 
ideal machining operation, perfectly suited to a com 
puter controlled beam). For example, in FIG. 3, the 
gasket area corresponding to chambers 2 and 4 have 
been trimmed (dotted lines) by varying amounts to 
compensate those chambers. Naturally only a little 
change can be accomplished in this manner since one 
can not trim in areas which would cause leakage, and 
some gaskets are but a few thousandths of an inch thick. 
However, it is considered within the purview of this 
invention to use thicker gaskets and/or with gasket 
material removed selectably from different zones (for 
example 201 in FIG. 3A). For example, had cylinder 4 
been trimmed uniformally in a concentric ring it would 
have come too close to water passage 202. 

Gasket design can even re?ect this procedure. Con 
sider FIG. 38 wherein a gasket 210 has seal ridge 211 as 
in certain normal gaskets. However, it also has scal 
loped inner seal ridge 212. To increase volume of the 
chamber, one merely cuts one or more sections of the 
seal ridge 211 such as 216, according to the measure 
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ments made to expose one or more additional scallop 
volumes. 
Another possibility is to trim machine the valve heads 

on the zone toward the combustion chamber. However, 
this can alter the dynamics ofthe valve train iftoo much 
is taken off. It is however easy to selectively insert 
valves of different volumes on command——indeed this 
could be automated. 
Any or all of the above techniques can be used singu 

larly or in combination to produce engines of correct 
volume. 

It is further noted that all of these techniques oper 
ated in reverse serve to provide a means to purposely 
mismatch volumes of chambers. This might have some 
point if induction favored certain cylinders over others. 
A key item is that the sensor(s) used must be fast and 

accurate (i.e. 25 micron accuracy or better), to obtain a 
sufficient number of data points on all chambers within 
line cycle time (typically 30 sec. or less). Also the height 
sensors should be able to operate “on-the-?y" such that 
precise positioning of the crank at each location is not 
required. Such a sensor is best of the optical triangula 
tion type, and three kinds of triangulation sensor ap 
proaches are described below (relative to FIGS. 5, 6 
and 7). 
While triangulation is preferred, it is not the only 

possible electro-optical type (although triangulation or 
CO2 laser interferometry is virtually the only non-con 
tact optical way). One can also use a grid projection 
form of triangulation to contour each chamber (see 
FIG. 5). 

Less desirably, a nest of contact type probes such as 
LVDT's etc. can also be used. However, if contact type 
sensing is desired, the new optical contact gage de 
scribed in my copending application Ser. No. 134,465, 
now US. Pat. No. 4,403,860, issued on Sep. 13, 1983 is 
ideal, since a large number of points can be economi 
cally and accurately measured. 
FIG. 4 illustrates an application of the invention to 

gear manufacture. Contours of gear teeth 310 ofa gear 
311 rotated about its axis 312 are inspected by optical 
sensor unit 313. Shaft angle encoder (not shown) is used 
to provide rotational position information. Computer 
315 is used to determine the running characteristics of 
this gear and the machining steps needed to optimize it 
to a particular norm or a previously measured gear with 
which it is to be matched. 
Computer 315 then drives programmable machine 

tool such as laser 320 to machine the gear to the correct 
value. Each tooth or only a few teeth can be machined, 
ideally at a different station from where the measure 
ment occurs. 

This procedure can be done with rough machined 
“green" gears, or after typical ?nished gear production 
such as by hobbing, broachin g, shaping etc. In this latter 
case. the process can operate in at least two ways: 
1. The computer 315 directly controls the grinder, hob, 

shaper, etc. 
2. The gears are pre hobbed etc. to some maximum 

material condition and a laser or other micro machin 
ing technique is used to line trim them to exact size. 

3. Obviously a combination of the above is possible as 
well. 
FIG. 5 illustrates a “grid" type triangulation system 

suitable for measuring the rotating gear teeth of FIG. 4, 
or the combustion chambers or piston domes of FIG. 1. 
Using a ?ashed source 320, line grid 321 is projected on 
the gear tooth 324. Two axis sensor unit 325 comprised 
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6 
by lens 326 and matrix photo detector array 327 ana 
lyzes the image of the grid lines 320 viewed from an 
included angle 6. Grid image contour can be related to 
tooth shape using known geometric equations. The 
?ashed source is used to project the grid instanta 
neously, thereby “freezing" part motion. 
To reduce dynamic data processing requirements a 

Moire type system can be used employing sorted grid 
image 340 located at or near the face of detector array 
327. The grid image 340 represents the contour grid 
image of a perfect tooth and spatially ?lters the image of 
the test tooth image 330, providing only a difference 
pattern to be analyzed by analysis means represented by 
microcomputer 343. 
To do this, very good registration is required, assured 

in this case by source 345 and receiver 346 operating on 
the optical triangulation principle from the gear pitch 
line. When the pitch line is detected, the grid ?ash 
source 320 is ?red. 

This same Moire approach can also be used on the 
cylinder heads. It is noted that very ?ne grids are re 
quired, as can be generated by beating laser beams to 
gether. 
FIG. 6 shows a line type triangulation sensor version 

having four line projection sources 350, 351, 352, 353 
and four matrix array sensor units 360, 361, 362, 363 
(each similar to 325) all moved together on a common 
plate 364 by motor 365 to provide successive sections of 
all 4 combustion chambers of cylinder head 370. (Alter 
natively, the head can be moved relative to the sensors 
for example on a continuous conveyor.) 

Single point sensing triangulation units as described 
in the copending application can also be used if z axis 
scan movements as well as x axis scans are used. A 

discrete number of point sensors, for example ten ar 
rayed in the z direction, can also be used. When the 
motor moves the ten points, ten lines are scanned. Here 
the motor would ideally scan the ten sensor units driven 
the total length of the head, covering all chambers. 
Naturally, the more points, the better the volume deter 
mination. Naturally a complete two axis grid of triangu 
lation point detectors can also be used. 
FIG. 7 illustrates a ?nal triangulation version suitable 

for fast high range accurate measurement. 
Laser 400 projects a beam 401 which is focused by 

lens 402 onto piston dome 403 to form a spot 405. Rotat 
ing galvo mirror 410 sweeps the spot across the dome. 
Ga'tvo mirror 411 tracks the spot such that lens 415 can 
always keep the spot imaged onto large linear diode 
array 416, for example a Reticon 1728C. 

Signal processing to ?nd piston dome contour (and 
displaced volume from the reference point of the pin 
bore 420), is described in copending applications Ser. 
No. 34,278, now US. Pat. No. 4,373,804, issued Feb. 17, 
1983 and Ser. No. 163,290, now US. Pat. No. 4,394,583, 
issued on Jul. 19, 1983, the disclosures of which are 
hereby incorporated by reference. To keep tracking 
requirements of mirror 411 to a minimum, cylindrical 
optics such as lens 425 (optional) may be used to some 
what expand the spot 405 in the direction of scan (such 
that even with tracking error some portion of the elon 
gated spot lands on the detector array). 
As with FIG. 6, movement of this unit across the 

piston in the x direction sweeps out the total dome 
contour. 
For illustration, a bar code 430 is shown printed on 

the piston (ideally on the dome itself). This code can be 
read out at the assembly operation shown in FIG. 2, 
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such that both deck height and contour are known, 
without sophisticated measurements at the assembly 
line. Naturally this information can be used to trim 
heads, gaskets etc., selectively assemble components 
such as valves or spark plugs or for that matter trim the 
piston dome to a given contour at the piston machining 
line. 

Speaking of spark plugs, these too can be assembled 
into the engine according to chamber volume. This is an 
attractive approach since nothing changes the existing 
lines, only the addition of measurement equipment. The 
head or block would be marked with volume related 
data, and the plugs chosen at the plug assembly opera 
tion (after the FIG. 2 operation) according to volume. 
For example. a cylinder with too much volume would 
receive a plug with a longer threaded portion (i.e. pene 
trate deeper). Unfortunately combustion characteristics 
could be considerably altered so only small volume 
variations can be accounted for this way. 
While primarily aimed at high resolution acquisition 

of data along a line of surface points, the invention can 
also be used to contour the whole piston dome (or other 
surface), without proving the sensor. In this case, addi 
tional scan mirror 440 is added to sweep in the X direc 
tion, with additional receiving or tracking mirror 4-41 
used as well to provide tracking in this axis as well. 
Accuracy however is not as great since it is harder to 
optimize re?ective power levels. Also data in the x axis 
must be obtained using a two dimensional array and/or 
by measuring mirror position both axes, rather than just 
one. 

Note that this arrangement can be used with a strip of 
light projected simultaneously on the part as in FIG. 3, 
with no tracking required. 
FIG. 8 illustrates a ?nal embodiment ofthe invention 

useful for controlled removal of burrs. In this case, 
sensor unit 500 comprised of light source 501, lens 503 
and matrix photodetector 504 is used to image the edge 
505 of a part. in this case an aircraft wing panel 510 to 
determine via microcomputer 511 the presence location 
and size of any burrs such as 515 on the edge. 

lfa burr is' detected as in image 516, laser 520, whose 
beam is directed via galvo mirror system 521 controlled 
by microcomputer 511, or other machine removes or 
reduces it in size (to within acceptable limits) under 
control of the microcomputer and the operation pro~ 
ceeds to a new view location. Alternatively all such 
burrs can be memorized as to position and the removal 
process performed later. 
The sensor and machine unit may be desirably lo 

cated on a robot such as 530 and moved to various 
locations on a large panel. Alternatively, for small parts 
the part may be moved. 
Where few burrs exist, this technique can save con 

siderable energy since only those portions of the edge 
which are objectable are worked. The process is also 
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8 
fast and can be combined with inspection tasks carried 
out by the same or different sensors. 

Note that the words “optical" and “light" used in this 
disclosure apply not only to visible wavelengths of 
electro magnetic radiation. but all wavelengths X-ray 
through infra red. Visible or near infra red (to 10 mi 
crons) sources are however preferred. 
What is claimed is: 
.1. A method for determining surface locations along 

a line comprising the steps of: 
sequentially illuminating points on said surface with a 

laser spot scanned by a moving transmitting mirror 
or optical element having a ?rst axis of rotation 
which is in a ?rst direction, 

imaging said spot on said surface onto a photodetec 
tor array with a lens whose axis is moved in space 
by a moving receiving mirror or optical element 
having an second axis of rotation which is in a 
second direction that is not parallel to said ?rst 
direction so as to approximately track said spot 
scanned by said ?rst mirror, 

determining the spot position on said detector array 
and, 

from said spot position, determining said surface loca 
tion. 

2. A method for determining surface locations along 
a line as claimed in claim 1 and further including the 
step of using a means having cylindrical optic to expand 
the spot in the direction of scan such that even with a 
tracking error between said transmitting mirror or opti 
cal element and said receiving mirror or optical element 
some portion of said spot is imaged on said detector 
array. 

3. A method for determining surface locations along 
a line as claimed in claim 1 wherein said ?rst and second 
axes are at least substantially mutually perpendicular. 

4. A method for determining surface contour of a 
cylinder head combustion chamber or piston dome 
comprising the steps of: 

projecting a zone of light onto said head or piston 
with a moving projecting optical means having 
axes of rotation, 

imaging said zone of light with a lens onto a photode 
tector array, said lens axis being located at an angle 
to said light projection axis, with a moving receiv 
ing optical means having axes of rotation which are 
not parallel to the axes of rotation of said project 
ing optical means, 

scanning said array to determine the location in space 
of said zone of light on said head or piston, 

repeatedly moving said zone to a new location on 
said head or piston until a sufficient number of 
contour points are obtained to characterize the 
contour of said combustion chamber or piston 
dome. 

Q l i i i 


